
Biology of Consciousness 
Online Class with Gilles Marin 
May/June 2021 
Notes by David Sloves 
 
May 7 
 
This series - progression week after week - basic practice 
 
Extraordinary results  
 
Today - overview of everything we will do. Starting with a starting practice! 
 
What is biology of consciousness? 
Gilles’ history of discovery 
 
Fractal reality - as above so is below 
Speaking of fractals, after seeing myself on Zoom I realized that the patterns on my 
hat and shirt clashed horribly. To those that I caused visual hallucinations, I say 
sorry! or you're welcome! 
 
Gilles: “What I will teach, you already know” 
This philosophy and course is all about being functional. To live and behave like 
true human beings- humane. 
 
No “shoulds” 
 
Turn internal conflicts to self support 
No set formula  
 
Unravel the mind into the different components - into the 5 intelligences. Respect 
every part of our minds, ourselves. 
 
Zone of influence (more in the practice later) 
 
Chemical preparation: Sunning 
More serotonin, less adrenaline 
More parasympathetic, less sympathetic. 
Vagus nerve - parasympathetic nervous system. 
Basic Sunning description 



Download the guided Sunning Meditations here. 
 
Physical preparation: Neck 
Function of neck: to carry the senses 
 
Eye circles 
 
Breathing - lungs bigger in back, so practice breathing in the back 
 
Sink as you inhale - Plugged into the Earth. Push into ground when exhale. 
Supported. Plugged into the source of life, with the Earth. 
 
Connected with all life around you. Network of life around you. And goes all 
around the Earth. Under ocean, in sky (anything under gravitational force). 
 
Important for hands-on practice. Also release negative stuff into the Earth to be 
recycled.  
 
Sink as you inhale, Plug into life as you exhale. 
 
Earth Intelligence. Absolute Yin.  
 
Feeling all surroundings. How it affects you, and how you affect your 
surroundings. All interactions, where things come from, etc. All this is your Zone 
of Influence.  
 
Biology - the meat 
Cellular - all information is in every cell. Practice - to sink inside the Earth 
Intelligence to be able to use this information (without having to understand it). 
Earth gathers all the capacities of the mind to help them work together. 
 
Discover, not develop. It’s already there. Just need to pay attention.  
 
One Mind, Five Intelligences 
 
Knowing - Earth 
Understanding - Wood 
 
Thinking brings you out of the present. It takes time to think.  
 



0:45- Differentiation of the mind into the 5 Intelligences. 
 
More practical - will turn into practice at some point. 
 
Zero. Different paradigm.  
 
2 Axes of the Mind 
 
1 - Axis Bold As Love - no, wait 
1 - Spiritual = Water/Fire 
2 - Soul = Metal/Wood 
 
Spiritual Axis: Water/Fire. Water-past-ancestry. Fire-future-attraction. Fire - yang. 
 
Water power - Yin. holds the memory of life. All lessons learned through ancestry. 
Instinct, reflexes. Patterns of habit. Healing requires clearing of inner Water.  
 
Spiritual Axis: from darkness of past (Water) - to the light of the future (Fire). 
Religion to enhance and guide spiritually. 
 
Soul Axis - Metal/Wood. Personal. Not stuck in time. 
 
Wood - yang. Belief system.  
Metal - yin. Emotional intelligence. 
 
You cannot “solve” emotions.  
 
Dreaming - only time you can be 100% emotional. Don’t need to understand 
dreams, just need to have them. 
 
SLEEP. Sleep/dreams require energy. Need to go to sleep when still have some 
energy.  
 
2 Axes grounded in Earth. 
 
Kinda like a cross, with Earth in the middle. But not exactly a “cross” - it’s 3 
dimensional, curved, etc. Spiritual axis not really a straight line. Reality is not so 
linear. More like yin/yang approach. From inside out. Spirit goes from deep past 
(Water) to light on the surface of present/future (Fire). Soul goes from depth of 
feelings (Metal) to rational thinking (Wood). 



 
Can change your thoughts way easier than your emotions. Change can create a 
marker in your DNA so in a way changing the past too. 
 
Q&A 
Mette, chat, Alzheimers, Western vs. Eastern, etc. 
Watch/listen to the video for more 
 
Silvia: Reincarnation? The idea of reincarnation comes from rational thinking. 
Probably is not understandable. What carries on? Your whole life. Death is a 
letting go of an infrastructure that you don’t need anymore. Don’t need to 
remember. That’s why you forget. Most important is what’s happening in the here 
and now. 
 
Why do we need to heal? Because we need to evolve. Holistic approach - not 
trying to correct something wrong. You get a disease because you need to heal, 
evolve, fulfill life purpose.  
 
Healing requires change.  
 
Fractal reality. Macrocosm/microcosm. Nesting dolls.  
 
Ella question: Define “healing” 
 
Disease is a healthy reaction to an unhealthy situation. Not something to correct, 
but rather to outgrow. Healing process is a growing process, to not be negatively 
affected by the pathology anymore.  
 
Also emotionally - healing is getting to the point of not being negatively affected 
by it anymore. To the point of “So what?” 
 
1:37 Practice - Getting familiar with the 5 Intelligences within: 
Choosing what to order at a restaurant. 
 - Cost - Wood (rational thinking)  - Diet - Wood (should, shouldn’t) 
 - Feel like, how feel about it. Gratification. Appearance. Metal 
 - Comfort, familiar - Water 
 - Something new, curious - Fire 
 - Bargaining among all them, gather all intelligences, final decision - Earth 
Will change every day.  
Homework to do! Try this choosing from the menu exercise. 



 
Olivier - thinking vs feeling 
“Inner Knowing” = Inner Earth 
 
Earth - Take thinking into the present - while also take into account feelings.  
 
Life purpose discussion 
Balance all aspects, all intelligences. Not too much Fire- need some Water, 
grounded in Earth. (Create a fireplace to control Fire, also with some Water 
familiarity but don’t put the Fire out!) 
  



Biology of Consciousness - May 14, 2021 
 
David's long scroll notes. Thank heavens we don't have to use parchment and a 
quill anymore! Or a calligraphy pen (only saying because there's no feather emoji) 

 
 
Gilles’ purpose for trainings: Healing 
 
What is different in this approach? Attitude. 
 
Diseases are signs of why we need to heal.  
 
1. Reason why we need to heal- to evolve 
2. Methods - paradigm vs concepts. Adaptation and improving.  - Yin 
Perserverance. Gets more to the essence of things. Wait for it, wait for it… 
Allowing it to come. Editor note: Kinda like how to meet a cat- set a calm space, 
do a slow blink, and let it come to you! 
 
Sunning - change chemistry to be able to take your time. Slow down.  
 
Need to change paradigm to get a different view of the world, so can get best 
benefit of the meditations.  
 
Q: What if need more Yang? Like to go and get a job? 
 
A: Yin perseverance is active, not passive. Set the right conditions and it will come 
to you. Build the right polarity to attract it. 
 
Next week: Metal elemental force - emotional work. Honesty - to be true to 
yourself. 
 
Start with being present, not “what I should be doing” 
 
Gilles’ training: Developing inner strength.  
 
Olivier - stress, ends results. Gilles: need to try to create space in your life, 
sunning, sleep. 
 
Christopher - fight, flight or freeze - comes from instinct, leading to long term 
burnout. Gilles: Comes from Water- instinct in cellular level, genetic memory. If 



can be aware, first step.  
 
Fear of Water/water: Develop a better relationship with water itself. Swimming, 
etc. Cleaning- water cleans off the past. Leave things behind. Create a more 
intimate relationship with water. Play in it like a kid.  
 
Q&A is part of the course - helps integration and lessons Gilles was going to teach 
anyway are answered in Q&A sessions. 
 
:33 - Today’s Program 
Get more into the infrastructure of the mind. (Starting with Western perspective - 
building blocks.) 
 
Brain vs Mind 
 
I Am comes before I Think 
 
Get in touch with Earth Intelligence. Out of rational thinking.  
 
:37 Breathing (Metal emotional cuts Wood rational) 
 
Sink as inhale, push body weight comfortably into ground as exhale. Connect with 
life power of the Earth. Earth elemental force creates infrastructure of the whole 
existence.  
Nourishing, feeding our physical presence.  
 
Be aware of what is close to you, here and now. Resonance that harmonizes with 
the way you feel.  
 
Presence extends out around you- home, whole neighborhood, interactions with 
network of people. Your presence affect them and their presence affects you. 
Extending to people you don’t know: where your food, clothing, phone, etc comes 
from. Solid network. This is your Zone of Influence. Choices. Being aware in the 
here and now- aware of how things work. 
 
Earth Intelligence - Function of things, being able to participate in existence. Yin. 
Yin perseverance.  Not trying to be patient. Like crops growing - can’t hurry it- 
don’t over water, etc. Trust the process.  
 
Differentiate rational thinking (Wood) and presence (Earth). They can work 



together, but need to be able to differentiate.  
 
:47 - Visual exercise for Zone of Influence. Being aware of whole surroundings, 
not just what’s in front of you. Don’t have to look all around. Just being aware.  
 
Only Earth can control Water. Wood/rational thinking can’t control Water instinct. 
Only ability to remain present (Earth).  
 
Earth Intelligence: Comfort is extremely important. Extension of body’s needs. 
Setting up support.  
 
Connecting 2 Intelligences: Earth Presence (comfort, satisfaction, no need for 
reasons), and Wood rational thinking.  
 
Wood Intelligence - rational thinking 
Wood: Is it interesting? 
Wood: shoulds. Creates a reality that often doesn’t exist.  
Wood: imagination. 
Wood is important- don’t lose it! Just differentiate it from the other intelligences.  
 
And rest. But keep distance between Earth (I Am) and rational thinking (what to do 
next?). I am - center. What to do next- put on one side of body (often left side), but 
doesn’t have to be). Create a comfortable distance between Earth and Wood.  
 
:57 Metal Intelligence 
 
Soul Axis - Metal/Wood. What is personal. Inner honesty takes power.  
 
Metal as an elemental force. Extraction, blending, eventually make it shiny. Make 
things nice. Even weapons - make them shiny and nice, to parade around with. 
Medals - to look good. First use of Metal = Jewelry. Precious metals.  
 
Metal is Yin part of Soul - deepest aspect of sense of self. Emotional life.  
 
How get in touch with Metal? And how to differentiate it from the present (Earth)? 
 
Put Metal on left side, Wood on right side, Earth in center. 
 
Breathing = Metal. 
 



Metal is conductive. 
 
Choosing what to wear. What color feel like wearing today, etc.  
 
Metal = Surface contact of your presence. Metal changes your presence. Body’s 
surface contact = Skin.  
 
Skin, lungs and large intestine ore Metal organs.  
 
Exercise like menu one. Choosing what to wear- notice the 5 Distinct Intelligences 
at work.  
 
Respecting the different intelligences to be able to distinguish one from the other to 
be able to use them better. Dissolves internal conflicts. 
 
Covered 3 Intelligence so far today: 
- Earth plugged into life. 
- Wood taking step out, making sure everything is alright.  
- Metal to shine as a person 
 
Q&A: 
 
Vanessa - helping explain toxic Metal (emotional life) 
 
Widad - Do all forces have positive and negative aspects?  
 
Gilles: positive vs negative. Eastern - yin/yang - nothing wrong with negative. All 
depends on your need to grow as a person, if need to take the opportunity change.  
 
Gilles: elemental force. Metal - shiny aspect, bringing light out of you - positive. 
“Negative” aspect = rusty. Won’t conduct, lose contact. So need to polish the 
Metal - chi kung practices, etc.  
 
Andrea: What to wear exercise. Gilles: there is Metal in Earth. Hard to differentiate 
Metal and Earth because they are both present. Metal - feel like- Earth makes the 
decision and moves arm to take it out of your closet.  
 
Soul Axis - Wood/Metal through Earth. 
 
1:28 Spiritual Axis - Water/Fire 



 
Exercise - Get in touch with Inner Fire. 
 
Breathing 
Sink as inhale, push into Earth as exhale. 
 
Replace shoulds with “that’s interesting”. Move from problem solving (Wood) to 
accepting (Earth). 
 
Fire - what is it that you really like, enthusiasm. Heart, passion, attraction into life. 
Future. Spirit. 
 
Higher spirit - the ideal.  
 
Hearth - controlled Fire. Fire (future) starts in the present.  
 
Put Fire in front of you. What’s important to you, what you prefer, your favorite 
things.  
 
Share desires with kindred spirits.  
 
Direct you to only the very best. Upgrade our spirit. Following our higher level 
spirit. Only choosing the very best.  
 
Water - past, ancestry, instinct 
 
What’s familiar.  
 
Place Water behind you. (Can also be in sacral area in other practices.) 
 
But can bring it into the present - go for the cleanest, freshest, filtered Water. 
 
1 Mind, 5 Intelligences 
 
Put yourself in center - Earth. Notice the other 4 Intelligences around you. 
 
“Mundane” is familiar, but also practical.  
 
And rest. 
 



“Improvement” does not mean something is wrong. It means rather bringing back 
to Earth, making it more functional.  
 
Stop running after things. Decisions- let them come out of you.  
 
Extra-ordinary practices. 
 
Rational thinking good for giving self more choices, making mistakes (no real 
mistakes), learning more, imagination, etc.  
 
Metal - reflection. Going for reflecting higher spirit, better ethics.  
 
Lots today, not easy! Moving forward in course - some repetition for better 
understanding and integration. 
 
Homework:  
Keep reading the book! 
Work on establishing more mental space.  
Practice: Differentiating the 5 Intelligences while choosing what to wear in the 
morning.  
 
Example: 
 
Today I wore a shirt with an underwater print. Cool huh! 
 
Water: T-shirt is comfortable and familiar. However this isn't the most 
comfortable t-shirt. 
 
Metal: Underwater shirt- I feel like it looks good, I look good in it. Might make 

others feel good (hey my daughter just called it awesome! ) 
 
Fire: It's the kind of thing I'd like more of in the future, and might help bring me to 

where I want to be in life. Plus, my wife likes it  
 
Wood: It will work with what I have to do today, makes sense. Not going to wear 

my unicorn onesie (if I had one- gotta get me one! )  
Or wait is that Earth, as it's about being practical? Still working on it over here... 



Earth: Selected the underwater scene tshirt and put it on. Fabulous  
 
Looking forward to hearing your experiences... 
 

 
David Sloves 
  



Biology of Consciousness - May 21, 2021 

Notes  
 
Healing - need to take your time. Walk thin line between too fast and too slow. 
Too slow is better. 
 
Practice - frequency, regularity is better than how long. Better 5 min a day than 1 
hour only 1x/week. 
 
BoC Course - building capacities for extraordinary results.  
 
Rational Mind - good for validation. Validating feelings 
 
Opening Qs&As 
 
Extreme vs Absolute. Absolute 
 
Train to always go back to self- I Am- Earth 
 
1+1=3 !!! (Earth always present too) 
 
Last week 
 
Soul axis: I AM - self, think this way, taught to feel this way 
 
Biggest danger in meditation - thinking that you are doing it, trying too hard.  
 
Education: learning something is wrong. Instead, rational thinking should be 
validating, not criticizing. 
 
:24 Practice 
 
Starting with Earth 
 
Sink as inhale, consciously plug into life, into Earth 
 
Remember lungs are bigger in your back. 
 
Be aware of your presence, surroundings. Plug into life, helps give you more 



power. Power meaning your actions, not how you appear to others. 
 
Soul Axis: Metal/Wood 
 
Feelings have much wider spectrum than thinking. Thinking= focus. Feeling = 
unfocus, being present in your body. Widen the spectrum. Building strong bridges 
in our selves. Metal.  
Soul is personality - belief system and feelings. 
 
Expanding the breath (breathing is Metal). Communication includes meaning, 
tone, full expression.  
 
Your existence revolves around you - you are the center- you have more control 
than you might think you do. This is your Earth.  
 
If need rational mind to do something during practice, go for validation, or just 
thinking “this is interesting!” 
 
No perfection 
 
If catch self thinking, don’t think about it so much, just move on. 
 
The brain is not the whole Mind. 
 
Judgement: can’t just get rid of it since it’s so ingrained, but at least be aware. Can 
differentiate so can eventually re-integrate the whole Mind. 
 
Asthma - nerves (constriction), not lungs. Allergies- not the allergen, it is your 
reaction to the allergens. Symptom to guide us into a healing process. Connect with 
the emotional sensation behind why we need to react this way. Eventually don’t 
react in this way. to it. 
 
Rational thinking: “Interesting! Good to know” helps to differentiate, but won’t 
“solve” anything. 
 
Healing Soul: validating everything we feel. 
 
Spirit Axis: Water/Fire 
 
Water - yin - memory of life. Past, DNA, existence back to infinity- beginning of 



life all the way back. Water in Earth- here right her right now. Water in cells, water 
carries information.  
 
Water - patterns of habit.  
 
Front exposed to the sun - Fire. Attraction to the future.  
 
Deep Water - rise to surface, expose to the sun, light (Fire) = Evolution. 

Water - power of instinct. Cannot stop it, but can “float” - be aware of instinctive 
behavior, but can float with awareness and swim out of it. Don’t swim against it, 
won’t be able to swim away. Work WITH the past. Use Wood to be aware, can 
change it next time. 
 
Not all instinct is bad- focus on the good. Use Earth to filter the Water of past, to 
adapt it to the present, and eventually use it for the future.  
 
Water - need the minerals, etc. That’s your history. Use best part of your Water for 
strength. (Not bad patterns of habit). Wood helps realize what is going on (ok, 
these are my bad habits) - then can change. Nothing wrong, just being aware. 
Cannot suppress Water. 
 
Wood- validate the past (Water). “This is what my ancestors did.” Take the best 
out of it though. Like sports coming out of war. Nothing wrong with it, just the 
way it is. I can get better by being aware of it. Allowing for evolution. Next step 
for human consciousness.  
 
Clarify Water, let mud sink to the bottom (Earth). 
 
Cold of Water let sink to the bottom. Surface Water gets exposed to the warmth, 
light - Fire.  
 
Present differentiates the past from the future. Cooking- use Water of the past, Fire 
of the future - to make a meal in the present.  
 
Use the purest water to cook with.  
 
Let past support you, expose to the joys of the future by being here now. Future 
then can do what you like, the way you like it = Fire.  



 
1:14 Fire 
 
What is attractive in life. What is your favorite everything.  
 
Get rid of judgement. No shoulds. Only what it is. No criticism. Past can give you 
strength.  
 
Floating to next step of your evolution. Attracted to your favorite of everything: 
people, places, animals, plants, colors, sounds, music, etc. (Can change). This is 
Spirit of future, which starts right now in the present. Feel that warmth.  
 Biological connection: 
Warmth of Fire = Blood 
Feel your blood. Human warmth. share with others. Regulated with your endocrine 
system, hormones (Fountain of life, Microcosmic Orbit, 7 Levels of Individuation).  
 
* We practiced this in Taoist Chi Kung Basics and Fusion Meditation. Join us next 
time for those! Next TaoTouch Chi Kung online is in August 2021. 
 
Spirit - blood, endocrine system, controlled by your heart. Guiding spirit in life. 
Enthusiasm for life. I am what I do. How can I do things that gives me a better 
future, while being backed up by the best from the past (patterns of habits that I 
like, comforts that still serve me). 
 
Water - bones. Depth- bone marrow.  
 
Act through muscle movements - Earth.  
 
Doing things you like the most. No judgement, listen to your heart.  
 
All connected, at the Biological level: 
Past - coming from depth of bones (Water). To move bones, need to move muscles 
(Earth). Move in way you want for future (listen to your heart, inner Fire). What 
would I prefer so I will feel better about it? (Metal bridge). And Wood - nerves, 
eyes, brain. Do what you feel through your breath (Metal). Metal - breath, fascia, 
skin, shape. Your shape reflects your personality, your soul.  
 
Evolve consciousness not just for self, but all of humanity.  
 



Aaaand rest. 
 
1:30 Questions, Observations,Feedback 
 
Sebastian - Meditating, future Fire. Water, mother, sharing experiences. 
 
Silvia - ho’oponopono 
Cultural appropriation - be authentic, vs imitation. Gets results for you. How about 
these Taoist practices? Being able to extract something from that knowledge and 
let things grow authentically from within ourselves. Being clean instead of 
appearance of being clean. Adapt the practices to you.  
 
Who knows you? Family, friends. Everyone but not you. Change- really changing, 
or just doing same thing in a different way? Real change is reflected in change of 
how you feel about things.  
 
Andrea - what supposed to do during guided meditations? “Sleeping” is ok - just 
rational mind is checking out- all the other intelligences are getting it.  
 
Tisha- floating vs deep Water. For healing, all it takes is awareness and validation. 
Be in touch with the depths, fearful things of past, but are being safely held 
floating on the surface.  
 
Sleeping - can be 100% emotional. Great for emotional processing. Important. 
Dream, outgrow it. 
 
Breath is enhanced just by being conscious of it.  
 
Buddha & Jesus - represent the next level of consciousness. 
 
Religion - only to enhance your spirit.  
 
Next weeks: Deeper into the process. More into biological aspects...  
 
 
 
  



Biology of Consciousness - May 28, 2021 
Notes by David "emojis are the new hieroglyphics" Sloves 
 
Today: 5 Intelligences - to be centered in them 
Then, getting deeper, into Dreamtime. 
 
Behind Gilles today is Asclepius temple grounds in Crete, Greece 
 
Metal - Emotional maturity to keep improving human consciousness 
 
Spiritual Axis - Water/Fire 
 
Soul Axis - Metal/Wood - personal share only with ourselves 
 
Metal - reflection 
 
Neuroplasticity 
 
Healing with Neurological Disorders such as Parkinson’s (or anything): 
 
1) Enter the Healing Process: Healing treatment: Have a purpose- to improve. 
Support capacity of mind to heal. Chi Nei Tsang/TaoTouch  is great, or any 
gentle yet effective method that helps depending on the person 
 
2) Chemistry: Help body produce less adrenaline, more serotonin. SUNNING 
Practice. (You can download here.) Pineal gland. Charging up your serotonin 
batteries. Batteries of life enjoyment. 
 
3) Eye exercises. Stimulates brain function. Eyes open the mind. Eye circles, etc. 
 
Stop any exercises BEFORE you are tired. Self respect.  
 
SLEEP! 
 
DREAMS. Connecting to self. Not about “interpretation” - fantasy. Rather, 
Translation. How to translate dreams.  
 
In this course, only focusing on dreams as related to healing. 
 
Q: What if don’t dream (remember dreams)? 



 
A: You cannot NOT dream. Actually you are always dreaming, even when awake. 
Need more energy. Be in touch with the dream state. Change chemistry, change 
patterns of habit of whole body, to be able to go deeper with dream life. Sunning! 
Take in more light.  
Serotonin turns into melatonin at night for better sleep. Will help with dreams.  
 
Lucid dreaming - clarity of mind within a dream. Don’t try to change the dream, 
just be aware and explore.  
 
Important to have energy when you sleep/dream. Go to sleep before you are tired. 
 
Emotional indigestion: Biggest disease in our society. One of the main causes: lack 
of sleep.  
 
The brain is not the same as the mind.  
 
Beverly: Lots of active dreams.  
Need to reverse control (you being in control of dreams vs. the other way around) 
Dream commands: When you start to fall asleep, right before sleep, there is a 
window of lucidity. This is where you can introduce dream commands. For 
example: I want to wake up refreshed, intention to receive a message,  
 
Nei Kung = Internal practices 
 
Bargain with ourselves - self respect.  
 
:47 Practice 
 
Be aware.  
Difference between meditation and thinking 
 
Meditation - Earth Intelligence = physical intelligence. Connect with inner 
intelligence of the physical body. Absolute yin (not extreme - Water is extreme. 
Extreme has a bit of the other in it - yin/yang). Absolute yin is the very center of 
the wheel of life, of your whole existence. Doesn’t move. The focal point. The 
stillpoint.  That’s your Earth.  
 
Practice - start with breath. Breath is the conductor of life force, connects the 
Intelligences. 



 
Breathing: 
 
Sink when inhale, push weight into ground when exhale (experience gravity) 
 
Be aware of the room/space you are in.  
 
Sink when inhale. Connect with ground when exhale. 
Connecting with life force, being plugged into life force/vitality around you. 
Connect with plants, bugs, microbes, neighbors, etc.  
 
Breath into back, expand the back. The front will then expand naturally. 
 
Connecting to the life network.  
 
Zone of Influence - everything around you and related to everything in your life. 
Like connected to the people who grew your food, made your clothes, etc. You 
support them, they support you. 
 
Expand awareness of your zone of influence. 
 
You don’t have to remember all this, just be in touch with it. Your body already 
knows this, has already been this whole time. But now your mind is more aware, 
including rational thinking. Awareness simply improves it. Like being aware of 
your breath improves your breath automatically, without having to try anything. 
 
Chi Kung - expansion of energy outward. Making the world better as much as you 
can. 
 
Nei Kung - internal practices 
 
Next: Turning consciousness inwardly (Nei Kung). Being aware of your whole 
mind, all 5 Intelligences.  
 
Spiritual Axis - Water/Fire. From past to future. From back to front of self. 
 
Water - Instinct. We already know how to live, don’t have to remember or think 
about it. Autonomic. System of habits, cultural/ethnic habits.  
 
Earth - take only the best from the past. Habits you like the most. Filter out the 



parts you don’t like. Earth filters Water. Mud can sink to the bottom. Float on the 
clearest cleanest part of your Water. Exposed to light - disinfects it.  
 
Spiritual Axis: Water (past), through Earth (present), to Fire (future) 
Spirit going where you are attracted. Following your spirit. Can reach out for 
higher spirit, better guidance. 
 
Anchor in I AM (Earth). I yam what I yam  
 
Soul Axis - Metal/Wood. Personal. Belief system (Wood - Yang part). Feelings 
(Metal - Yin part). 
 
Wood - fantasy. Ok, but be aware it’s not real. Just possibility. 
Share - language - rational thinking. Language = Wood. Cultivates knowledge, 
understanding, questions, curiosity. Ask yourself. Your physical body knows. Must 
accept that there are things we cannot understand. 
 
Metal - I Feel. How I feel about myself - without judgement.  
 
Emotional charges - no solution. Not emotional “issues” to figure out. Just have to 
let yourself outgrow emotional charges = emotional maturity.  
 
Your personal healing field extends to all humanity. 
 
Metal - reflects the light- makes you shine.  
Wood - have knowledge about it. 
 
You are not your thoughts, you are not your feelings. You are the center (Earth).  
 
Earth: Everything has its function: cabbages, goats, wolves, humans. 
Ecological order - infinite wisdom. Exquisite order of nature. Maximum of life in 
minimum of space, with everything thriving. Everything eats each other out of 
love. Eat things you like. Inner peace - everything the way you like it. 
 
Reward yourself! We were born to enjoy life. Let it resonate.  
 
Expand from center place in body, resonate to way you feel about yourself. Maybe 
not so great, but doing better. Improving as a person so we have a better future. Let 
that resonate into your belief system. Differentiate Earth, Metal, Wood.  
 



Instinct (Water). Past - some bad, some good. Take the good (eg love the music of 
my ancestors). Instinct from depth of bones, marrow. Water is so strong, can’t 
resist it. Only can have better control if caught up in a wave. Float on top. 
 
Attracted to Fire - warmth, light of a bright future that you want to bring to next 
generations. Connecting to your life purpose. Life purpose: To do what you want 
the way you like it. Work toward it.  
 
Biological Fire: Feel the vibration in the body. Where spirit (Fire) resides - heart, 
blood, guts, endocrine glands, hormones. Attracts you to a better future.  
 
Earth - harmonize all Intelligences together so they work together as one mind.  
 
Take an extra minute to center self in the I AM. The one who is managing it all. 
 
And rest. Whew! 
 
1:25 Questions, observations, feedback 
 
Moments of clarity - WIndow opens to infinite wisdom - Earth Intelligence. 
Listens to your priorities. If want thinking, it will help with that. If want to sleep 
better, can be used for that. 
 
Power gives you responsibility. Ok to raise your power, but make sure you know 
what to do with it and how to handle it.  
 
Healing is contagious. First heal yourself, then become contagious by just being. 
 
Extra-ordinary 
 
Definition of “God” - Source - Power of creation that is absolute, non-local and 
non-temporal. 5 Intelligences that are transmitted to everything alive.  
 
Creation - Comes from a central place, then translated from Soul to rational 
thinking. Create something that can transmit whatever meaning you want to spread 
around you.  
 
Nothing to solve. Just to grow into a better self. Provide the conditions, then let it 
happen. Yin perseverance. 
 



1:40 Lucid Dreams 
 
To help to have lucid dreams: 
Wake up refreshed. Need physical practice everyday. Sunning. Send message to 
body that you are investing in it. Sunning - start with 2x in morning, 2x in 
afternoon. 
Set dream command right before falling asleep (set intentions for dream - receive 
message, answer, what emotional thing you want to work out) 
Start a dream journal. Or whatever form - paint, draw, music… Send message that 
dream life is important to you. If write a dream journal, keep journal and pencil in 
reach (no pen that runs out). Try to move your body as little as possible. Write a 
few words, then can come back and write more. 
 
Dream Journal: 4 columns:  
Date / Describe dream / How you felt / How you feel about it now that you're 
awake 
 
Editor note: There’s more, like asking yourself through the day if you’re really 
dreaming or not. Try jumping or looking at your hands. Then eventually you will 
ask this of yourself within a dream! 
 
Q&A 
 
If don’t remember dreams, doesn’t mean you don’t have them. Your rational mind 
doesn’t even need to know. 
 
Don’t let anyone else tell you what to eat. Don’t tell yourself either. Instead just 
smell- does it open your appetite? Menu exercise - keep trying it out, 
differentiating the inner voices and make decision with Earth in the center. 
 
Energy field size 
 
Overwhelming dreams 
 
Dreams are important! Hyper-reality. It’s your emotional life. 
 
The image behind Gilles in today’s class: Grounds of a temple of Asclepius, Greek 
god of medicine.  
 
Crete Retreat returns in Summer 2022!  



 
Biology of Consciousness - June 4, 2021 
 
Elemental Forces not just element. Includes its function, abilities, principles.  
 
Metal- cuts through, also wrapping like aluminum foil 
 
Gold - only precious because it doesn’t corrupt. Super conductor. Carries 
maximum amount of energy without loss, and doesn’t corrupt. Those are the 
qualities of gold as an element. But what gives it those properties? The principles 
behind it, the energy, the force. What animates things.  
 
Things exist in the spiritual level first, information, before it manifests in the 
physical plane. 
 
Elemental Forces - connecting to the origin, the source. 
 
:11 Practice 
(I think the time is right? We started a bit late for technical reasons that worked 
out eventually, thanks zoom spirits!) 
 
Establishing the right conditions for our bodies to open and receive. We are 
vertical beings = antennas.  
 
Hanging from spine. Sink weight where sitting. Back breathing (lungs bigger in 
back). Expand into back and open like an umbrella. Breathe into back, then front 
will expand without any contraction. Sink as you inhale, feel suspension from top 
of head. Sink as inhale, and push body weight into ground as exhale, plugged into 
life, life force, principles of life that come from the Earth.  
 
3 Earth connection “wires” coming from ground: 
- Earth - digest 
- Water - feeds Earth, brings memory of life, coming from ground 
- Wood - takes Water from past, filtered through Earth, translated into belief 
system in present time 
 
Network coming from ground that gives life.  
 
Connect with energy coming from “heaven” - above Earth. Fire and Metal. 
 



Light = Fire. Attract you into fulfilling your life purpose, by making you like 
things, love things, be attracted to things. Your Spirit connecting to universal spirit.  
 
Cardiovascular Fire - heart, blood, motion, action 
 
Cosmic Fire - endocrine system, guidance 
 
Metal reflects Fire - protects you from too much Fire but carries the feeling. Feel 
good when following your Fire. 
 
Anchored between Heaven and Earth. Receive information into here and now.  
 
Wood - grow garden. Belief system most appropriate for present times. 
 
Fire - exposing to light, sun. Shine your Metal. Expose pride in being part of 
existence. How contribute to beauty of life? Be beautiful yourself! :) 
 
Fountain of Life 
 
Energy from Earth- goes up your back 
Energy from Heaven - goes down your front 
 
Fountain of life, tree of life, same same 
 
7 Levels of Individuation  
Jets from back to front within in the fountain of life 
 
Central channel where all in aligned 
 
Glands: Pituitary and Pineal in head 
Thyroid in throat 
Thymus in chest 
Pancreas/liver in solar plexus 
Adrenals 
Reproductive glands in lower abdomen 
 
 
 
 



Fountain of Life/ Microcosmic Orbit Meditation Practice 
 
with 7 Levels of Individuation  

(7 Jets, like in a hot tub, from back to front)  
 
Plugged in from ground: 
Pelvic floor - Earth feeds upwards 
Supported 
Smile in your butt! 
 
1st Level: 
Sacrum - Sexual Center 
To enjoy life, Water, Sacrum - momentum in life 
cross to Sexual Center - not just sex but creativity, enjoyment in life 
Born to enjoy life 
 
2nd Level: 
Door of Life 
Take best of inheritance 
Water 
Kidneys/Adrenals - ancestral inheritance 
Cross to Navel - connected with life. Exposed to light - take very best from 
inheritance 
 
3rd Level: 
Earth 
Sense of Self - I AM 
Choice 
T11 (11th thoracic vertebrae) - allow you to twist 
Cross to solar plexus - Choice 
 
4th Level: 
T4 - Between shoulder blades 
Freedom  
Cross to heart - this is what I like, so you can share it 
Fire 
 
5th Level: 
C7 base of neck 



connects with arms/hands 
sharing 
cross to throat - expression, express love for life 
 
6th Level: 
Base of skull 
Consciousness 
cross to mid eyebrow 
focus, understanding, clarity 
abstraction - wider spectrum of cognition  
 
7th Level: 
Top of head 
Spiritual guidance 
Pineal gland - photosensitive - gland of awakening (actually being awake - 
daytime). Light connects you with the origin of light/life. Reason why born - life 
purpose. Spirit guidance - follow the light in fulfillment of life purpose. 
 
Going up the back: 
Sacrum - momentum 
Door of Life - inheritance 
T11 - choice 
T4 - freedom 
C7 - sharing 
Base of skull - consciousness 
Top of head - guidance 
 
Going down the front: 
Top of head - guidance 
Mid eyebrow - clarity 
Throat - expression 
Heart - spirit, do what you love 
Solar Plexus - sense of self 
Navel - energy 
Sexual center - enjoyment 
Pelvic Floor - support 
 
Remember: They are all happening at the same time! 
Continuous flow 



 
:47 And rest 
 
Q&A 
 
Q: What to do with outside world?  
A: Just radiate your consciousness. Sympathetic resonance 
 
Q: Why would this be a threat to others? 
A: Belief system, just different so don’t like it 
 
Transmission as opposed to trying to convince people 
 
Music is the most Metal of all the arts - it is the most immediately emotional. Most 
abstract.  
 
In order to heal, you don’t need to understand (despite how much we try). Don’t 
need to be intelligent to heal.  
 
Metal is the lock and key of health. Emotional digestion.  
 
Skin - itch - under skin - emotions.  
Wood - tries to help you not feel too much. Rational thinking protects you from 
feeling bad. External vs internal. Tries to pull you away. Trying to “fix” something 
is Wood. Tries to protect you from your emotional life. Until you let yourself go 
through emotional digestion. Wood has to be quiet to give self more energy to 
invest more into feeling.  
 
What you think about your feelings won’t change them.  
 
Healing is immediate.  
 
Sleeping during meditations - natural. Rational thinking just lets go. All the rest of 
your Self, Intelligences, are still awake. 
 
1:12 Why do we need to get sick? 
Evolution. Change. 
 
We get sick because our body chooses to. Way to get you to go through evolution 
through healing. Healing is through outgrowing the reason why you got the 



disease. Then don’t need to the disease any longer. 
 
Healing is contagious. Your healing helps protect other people too. 
 
Set right conditions for living life purpose. 
 
Q&A 
 
Metal - reflecting the light.  
Metal is every color (not just white, how it is sometimes represented). Metal is the 
SHINE, not the color.  
 
Metal - pride. Car reflects your character.  
 
Dress to impress.  
 
Network of self-support. Extending to zone of influence. Building ourselves to be 
strong links to support others.  
 
Mistakes are ok! Learn from mistakes. 
 
Earth - unconditional support. Mother Earth. Yin.  
 
Yang comes from Heaven 
Unconditional acceptance. 
blessing from heaven.  
“I trust you, I know you’re going to do the right thing. Go ahead. Do it your way.”  
 
Higher levels of support - not just technical mother and father - give to yourself 
and universal spiritual support. 
 
How know you are supported spiritually? Next week….. 
 
Inhale - establishing a bridge. Metal bridge. Connection. Expand breath. Open to 
receive information that normally hide from. Sink, plug in inner Earth.  
 
Exhale - release but stay connected.  
 
Inhale- breathe down. Diaphragm goes down. If breathe up, contracted, numb out - 
creates unhealthy pattern of tension. Happens when stressed, anxiety. So breathe 



down, ok? 
 
Translation of dreams: 
Everyone in your dream is YOU. All parts of you.  
 
Homework: 
 
Please practice: Sunning, Fountain of Life 
 
Read chapter on Metal and come up with questions related to Fountain of Life and 
Dreams.  
 
Questions will enhance the practice. 
 
Next week: Connecting with Spirit.  
 
 
  



Biology of Consciousness - June 11, 2021 
 
Dreams - no “junk” dreams 
We are not studying dreams, etc. Our specific mission: only about healing, and 
connecting to the source of the 5 elemental forces. Gilles doesn’t want to be a 
dream consultant per se. It’s all about the healing aspects, and getting to the source. 
More practical and pragmatic.  
 
Dream journal helps connect with your physical intelligence. Emphasizes your 
dream commands.  
Dream Journal - 4 columns: Date 
How you felt 
Description How you feel now 
 
Dreams help with the practice to get in touch with the 5 Intelligences. 
 
:08 Practice 
 
Breathing. Lungs are bigger in your back. Belly is a sphere - it has a back too. 
Breathe into your back, and the front will expand on its own.  
 
Breathing in your back. Establishing a bridge of consciousness. 
 
Breathing - present. Connecting with Earth consciousness. I AM. Present with 
what’s around us.  
 
Whatever we’re not aware of can control us.  
 
So be aware of your surroundings. Connect with what’s good. More useful. Makes 
us want to plug into life.  
 
Zone of influence - can make things better around you. Connect with what you like 
- the best part of our Spirit. What attracts us in life - our favorite things… 
 
3 major forces coming from the Earth: 
 
Earth - physical presence 
 
Water - link with ancestral background and whole of existence before us. Connect 
with what you like coming from your ancestral past (filtering your Water). Fresh 



Water is what you adapt from the past, to make a better future.  
 
Wood - cultivation. Marriage of past meeting future in present. Wood grows. 
Growing your inner garden. Your favorite veggies, plants, flowers, etc. Must 
nurture it and let it grow on its own pace. Respecting nature’s rhythm, coming 
from Inner Earth- the center of the wheel.  
 
Practice helps not be too controlled by too much Water, Wood or Fire. Always 
coming back to Earth. Take the right choice. Consider all the Intelligences- but 
make decision from Earth - the best in the here and now. 
 
Fountain of Life 
7 Levels of Individuation 
 
See last week’s notes for the basics. 
 
1st Level  
Pelvic floor - support 
Enjoying life 
 
2nd Level 
Sacrum - momentum 
Adrenals - continue unfinished business 
cross to Navel 
 
3rd Level 
T11 
Solar plexus 
Taking only what feeds you 
 
First 3 levels are the foundation 
 
4th Level 
T4 - Heart 
open to the light 
red bird - open cage and let that bird fly! Follow spirit.  
 
5th Level 
C7 - Throat 
Share what you like 



Social intelligence 
Don’t burn people out - respect, politeness 
 
6th Level 
Base of skull - Mid eyebrow 
Able to see from others’ perspectives, especially about yourself.  
 
7th Level 
Top of head 
Faith, trusting the process, open to higher spirit, guidance, capacity to outgrow 
yourself, always improving. Can change your spiritual feed, fuel. (Inner spirit 
always stays the same) 
 
2 Kinds of Fire 
Cardiovascular Fire 
Endocrine Fire (Cosmic Fire) 
 
Guiding star - purple - mix of red and blue (Fire/Water) 
 
Spirit Axis - Water/Fire 
Soul Axis - Metal/Wood 
Earth in the center of all. 
 
You are not what you think. The all knowing comes from Earth. Don’t burn out 
your Wood.  
 
“If you don’t know what you do, you cannot get what you want.” Dr. Moshe 
Feldenkrais 
 
Sink when inhale, push into ground when exhale. 
Establish bridges of consciousness, allowing information to come from all 
directions.  
 
And rest. 
 
Questions? 
 
Wood can take energy away from other Intelligences. So important to be able to 
manage it. 
 



Dogma - belief without understanding. 
 
My karma ran over my dogma! 
 
Reality is relative. 
Own your own perspective.  
 
Life is a jungle. Don’t be afraid of it. 
Welcome to the jungle baby. You’re gonna liiiiive. 
We’re here to clear up the jungle - well really all types of landscapes. Our 
approach - not fight to win, only to go to the very best of everything. Don’t worry 
about negative aspects - just focus on the good! Then the bad just evaporates. Filter 
out the best, Float on top, let the rest sink to the bottom.  
 
Social intelligence: 
The way you treat people around you is how you have been treating yourself all 
along. Social intelligence = how you manage your own mind. Live like a true 
human - network. Learning to be polite = respect. Not what you say, but how you 
say it. Presentation. Social network. Communicate what’s in you, but also connect 
with people to establish stronger links. Nothing wrong, just see what’s there.  
 
Metal - reflects Fire. Reflect your spirit through your emotional life. 
 
:51 Fire: Spiritual Connection 
 
We are all spiritually connected. Even people doing “evil” things - these things 
work for them.  
 
Spirit and God are different things. God is creator- Source. Spirits are part of it. 
Spiritual link - personal for everyone. Do things you like. Some people like to do 
bad things - that’s their spiritual line - what they are attracted to. Nothing wrong. 
Only thing wrong is to not be aware of it. 
 
Fire - being attracted into life. 
 
Growing in terms of consciousness - “higher” spirit - expose yourself to clearer 
light. Bright vs dark. (Dark still has a little light). Taoism - no Hell, but rather 
underworld. Where we are growing from, growing out of the past. Dragons - 
dinosaurs- past - reptilian brain.  Can’t run away from it- still have it- but want to 
evolve from that. Evolve from your underwear. Uh I mean the underworld. 



 
We’re talking Spirit, not spirits. Not beings. Ghosts - field created by someone.  
 
If we don’t have differentiation, we can’t have full integration. Clear working of 
the mind, instead of traffic jam congestion. Listen to all the voices, always coming 
back to sense of self - Earth. Inner wisdom.  
 
Earth. Come back to Earth, inner wisdom. Best place to receive higher Spirit. Need 
the hearth to contain the fire in the fireplace. Hearth, earth, birth, ya know.  
 
Reasonable, sensible. Reasoning instead of calculating. Combines calculation with 
what it means. Wood with Metal. Metal - ethical.  
 
Healing the world - healing human consciousness. Cooperation, not competition of 
corporations.  
 
1:08 Practice Meditation 
 
Sink as inhale, plug into life as exhale.  
Back breathing, opening the rib cage to free the red bird. 
 
Get energy from the ground, 
Receive light from Fire meridians - cardiovascular and endocrine. 
Guiding inner crystal - Metal - inner Soul. 
 
In center- Earth. Now can connect best with higher guidance. Make it bigger 
priority. Energy management - chi kung.  
 
Secret way to connect to very best spirit you can ever dream of: 
 
Hang a clear crystal in sun, project rainbows.  
Get some colors of the rainbow in your eyes. Find your favorite color in there. 
Focus on it and make it the best it can be. Notice variations. The more variations 
you can see, the better. 
 
Way to rebuild your brain. Stimulate brain into making new synapses.  
 
Rainbows represents your spectrum of consciousness spectrum. Colors come from 
your inner metal. White light - full spectrum. Colors you see connect with your 
own inner world. Not believing, but connecting with your own inner knowing.  



 
Build your inner Fire, Spirit - Needs to be enjoyable. Why want to continue to 
live?  
 
So get the crystal, hang in sun, into eyes. Start with blue, looking for most 
beautiful blue, then look for the red (examples). Switch from one color to the next 
and absorb the most beautiful of each. Enjoyable - connects with spiritual 
guidance.  
 
Blues - Water 
Reds - Fire 
Greens - Wood 
Yellows - Earth 
Shiny - Metal 
Color therapy 
 
No one is wrong, everyone is right. Same within yourself. It’s all needed. But can 
move patterns of habit, and what you focus on. Focus on the good, and the bad just 
vanishes. We are cultivating what the best is. Look for your favorite color, not 
color you don’t like. Encourage that habit of looking for the good for you, what 
you like. Change the pattern of habit. That’s it! 
 
1:34 Practice 
 
Sinking as you inhale, push into ground , plugging into life as you exhale. 
Breathing into the back of your lungs (2/3 bigger than front). Establishing inner 
bridges. 
 
Be aware of your Fountain of Life flowing up back, down front. Be present. 
Vitality from Earth. Yin up from ground, expose to the light, bring back down the 
front.  
 
Put in front of you all your favorite of everything. Extend to generations ahead. 
Better future, keep improving.  
 
Envision your favorite colors.  
 
Fountain of Life (Microcosmic Orbit)  
Up back, down front.  
 



Recap: 
 
Down front: 
Draw in light from pineal gland, down front to mid eyebrow, throat (share), heart 
(how to improve), solar plexus (sense of self), navel (vitality from past, create your 
DNA marker - “I was here”), sexual center (enjoyment), down to pelvic floor 
(plugged in).  
 
Up back: 
Then back up to sacrum (vitality, momentum), door of life (receive only best from 
past), T11 (what you prefer), T4 (freedom), C7 (sharing), base of skull (wider 
consciousness), top of head (receive light guidance) 
 
Continuous flow (it’s all happening at the same time y’all!) 
 
Connecting with higher spirit that helps get to the next level of evolution 
peacefully. 
 
Spirit Axis - center of fountain, endocrine glands stacked up. 
 
Sense of self - solar plexus - Earth part of fountain. 
 
Mental aspect - Wood getting enriched. Watered, sun.  
 
Metal - Beauty of garden.  
 
Maximum of life in minimum of space, thriving. Symbiosis. Garden, butterflies, 
birds, ladybugs. 
 
And rest. Press cruise control - energy keeps flowing at its own pace.  
 
Questions? Bueller, Bueller? 
 
Olivier - in French, about hips 
Gilles: Physical stuff - think about what is the function? Eg: Hips = support in life.  
 
C7 big place of getting stuck - all yang meridians go through - always try to open 
C7 to allow down flow of meridians, nerves. Vagus nerve.  
 
Intention - “should” - illusion 



Intent - extend into manifestation 
 
Up back, down front - drop down shield. To expand consciousness to be able to see 
beyond limitation we put in front of ourselves for protection. 
 
Consciousness into each vertebrae - what each is doing and whole spine knows 
what each is doing. Physicality of fountain of life.  
 
Be pragmatic, not dogmatic. Look for function, not shoulds.  
 
Next week:  
 
Soul Axis of mind. Metal/Wood. 
 
We are training ourselves to go to place of reasoning, rather than calculating. 
Connect with inner wisdom, Earth Intelligence that already knows. Sleep over it to 
get answers. 
 
For the rest of the course: Getting into integration of Intelligence together. Inner 
politeness. Inner social intelligence. Cultivating self respect.  
 
  



Biology of Consciousness - June 18, 2021 
 
Practice - right off the bat! 
 
Breathing - establishing the inner bridges 
 
Sinking on inhale, directing breath to back. Your belly has a back also.  
 
Push into ground on exhale. Plugging into life. Make yourself comfortable.  
 
Establishing bridges. Connecting with the space around you. Zone of influence. 
Direct relationship with your surroundings. Don’t worry about changing, 
correcting things right now. 
 
“Ground Plug”: 
Earth, Water, Wood 
 
Eating -absorbing the world and making it part of ourselves. Earth energy. 
 
Water - bloodline, ancestry. History of the whole evolution of life.  
 
Floating on top of cosmic-size information. Coming from the darkest depths of 
origins of life. Coming from ground, filtered by Earth, on top is fresh Water.  
 
Water exposed to sun in Earth - something growing, Wood. 
 
Kidney meridian - Yin up  
 
“Sky Plug” 
Fire, Metal 
 
Yang energy coming down, giving Fire and reflecting on Metal. Attraction, 
enthusiasm for life. Sharing existence. Pride of being part of life. 
 
Yin Fire/Yang Fire - coming from hands (hands held up), down to head, down 
body. What attracts you.  
 
Reflects on Metal - reflecting in your shape and movements.  
 
I am therefore I am. Not “I think” - that comes after. You are here before you 



“think”. Thinking is always delayed. Thinking is only 20% of our mental capacity 
(1/5), but it uses a lot of energy. So it takes away energy from the other ones. 
 
Rational thinking (Wood) is designed to step away from the present, to 
contemplate. Feedback system for the rest of the mind. Extraordinary capacity to 
step out of the present. The only Intelligence that can do that. Feedback system has 
to be used through Wood. Thinking how I feel about it - introspection. How feel in 
body. How feel in arms, legs, belly, etc. Using Wood consciousness to “knock on 
the doors” - control system, but not a controlling system. Not in control, only to 
check. Only to say “that’s interesting” - no judgement or correction. Just to 
improve our relationship with ourselves. Intimacy with ourselves. 
 
Knock on door - wait for body to answer. In your own time, in your own way.  
 
SOUL AXIS 
 
Rational thinking (Wood) knock on doors, how do I feel (Metal)? Be ready not to 
correct, but instead validate. Wood is for validation of feelings (Metal). Earth in 
between. Let Earth Intelligence take over. Presence, right here right now. That’s 
where behavior comes from. Balance of thinking (Wood), feeling (Metal) and 
being (Earth). 
 
I am, I feel, I know. 
 
Bring everything to Earth - accepting the way things are. 
 
Internal conflicts between what we think and what we feel. Feeling is not rational. 
When you feel something but don’t like it. Instead of thinking what you think is 
right, move to how you feel is right. All about how you feel about it.  Using Metal 
Intelligence to trim the Wood. Through better differentiation, the better inner 
communication is established, for self support. Conflicts just evaporate. Respect 
for the way we feel, then can tell our Wood what is important to us, what feels 
right.  
 
Keep that feeling and let it go Free Willy.  

Wait, Free Willy, the orca?  

Or Free Wheelin like Bob Dylan?  
 



Either way I suppose! Anyway, allow yourself to think and feel, and let it both be 
supported unconditionally by Earth.  
 
Biological anatomy of your consciousness: 
 
Wood- brain, spinal cord, nerves. Liver is in control of nerves. Thinking coming 
from nerves. Wood energy coming from ground. Green. Yang aspect of Soul. 
Capacity to think and always change thoughts. Imagination- non-real. This is ok, 
entertainment. Universal power that grows plants, trees, nerves, etc.  
 
Metal - emotional life. Lungs carrying oxygen vital force everywhere in body. 
Connections. Wrappings. Skin, fascia. Shape defines your mood. Shine your 
energy from the inside out. Metal power. Proud to be yourself, to be part of 
existence. Skin is 3rd lung. Fascia, all membranes down to cellular level. 
Everything is wrapped your own way, all parts look like you. Your liver looks like 
you, etc. Metal is Yin, deep. Connects with Water easily, vital force. Metal 
conducts your vital force through lungs, breath, shape. Our feelings shape us and 
shapes our belief system (Wood) - not the reverse! Metal controls Wood.  
 
Alchemy is about life- life through chemistry. Not inert elements, but rather forces, 
intelligences.  
 
Healing process- outgrowing ourselves. Grow consciousness - awareness so we 
are not affected by it. Wood grows a better belief system under supervision of 
Metal, how we feel about it. Checking in with yourself. Trusting yourself. Bring 
Metal and Wood to Earth. I am, and I have to believe this because of the feelings I 
have about it.  
 
Be aware of Soul Axis: 
 
Wood - way you think, where it’s coming from, connecting to universal Wood 
plug feeding the universe, in expansion like our consciousness. Always curious, 
learning. 
 
Metal - Conduction of vitality in body, coming from Water. Metal - so precise, so 
sharp, shapes the way we think. Come up with elegant thoughts. Make it beautiful.  
 
Earth - harmonizes everything so life is enjoyable in the present. Start a better 
future.  
 



And rest  
 
:52 Q&A 
 
Pain - not the body part, but rather YOU in there. Don’t ignore- listen to it. Respect 
your pain and your reaction to pain. Pain is a sign of internal conflict. Once know 
to support yourself, and way you feel, and sleep on it for emotional digestion, pain 
can disappear. 
 
Insomnia, sleep, dream commands discussion 
 
Crystal meditation discussions 
 
Tisha - Speaking your truth, to others. How to change - progressively. Takes power 
to be honest, full emotional power to be completely honest. Just set the right 
conditions, and practice.  
 
1:18 Continuing the meditation 
 
Breathing, sinking, plugging in, ya know… 
 
Metal cannot validate itself cuz it’s too immediate. Wood needs to validate it. 
When feel validated, then can change.  
 
Allow self to widen the spectrum of allowing yourself to feel.  
 
Be aware of Fountain of Life within yourself, your deep self. The physical 
manifestation of your Soul.  
 
Earth - trusting the process. Let the subconscious do its work. Subconscious = not 
understandable. Even better to not to try to understand. Let it do its work.  
 
Fountain of Life 
 
1st Loop 
Present in life. 
Enjoyment of life 
 
2nd Loop 
From pelvic floor up to Door of Life crossing to Navel 



Ancestry 
Continue inheritance 
 
3rd Loop 
T11 cross to solar plexus  
Sense of self 
Strength of character 
 
4th Loop 
T4 cross to heart 
Purpose, attract spirit 
Big Fire in heart, warmth, following spirt, freeing red bird 
Freedom 
 
5th Loop 
C7 cross to throat 
Drop shoulders, let go of weight in back 
C7 - Freedom to be self. Do what you want to way you like it.  
Cross to throat - share it, social level.  
Sharing 
 
6th Loop 
Base of skull cross to mid eyebrow 
Vision of world, perception, understanding 
Consciousness 
 
7th Level 
Top of head 
Up back, down front - full Fountain of Life. Guidance. Doing the right things with 
right people, right place, etc. Contribution to life.  
Guidance 
 
Soul Axis 
 
Wood - growth, cultivation, clarity 
Liver, brain, spinal cord, nerves 
Green 
 
Metal - shape through feelings. Breath, lungs, skin, fascia, depth of guts (large 
intestine), oxygen running through body 



Shiny, smooth 
 
Large Intestine - Metal. Not just end of digestive tract. Function is also emotional 
awareness. Enteric nervous system. Large intestine- last stage of digestive process. 
Elimination- manifestation of emotional processing.  
 
Soul Axis - Differentiate Wood and Metal, then they can work together better. 
 
Creating metal space - no repression 
 
Trusting the process - Earth.  
 
We are not our feelings, nor our thoughts, we are the one who has them.  
 
Change is scary because what we outgrow dies. But death is not scary. Life is not 
flat, like the Earth is not flat.  
 
You live only once, but it’s forever. 
Consciousness 
 
Small intestine already absorbs everything you need. So why have large intestine? 
(Other than emotional digestion?) Large intestine cultivates bacteria, and lots of it, 
to start breaking it down so our feces can be better used by nature. Compost! 
 
Emotional digestion doesn’t necessarily give you understanding, it gives you relief.  
 
Denial is a protector - filter.  
 
Differentiate Intelligences to get them to work together well. 
 
Today was good - getting into healing process.  
 
Best thing you can give to someone in a healing crisis is support, unconditional 
(Earth).  
 
Life is change. I’ching.  
 
Next week: 



Spiritual Axis - adding sense of humor :) Getting rid of restrictions. 
Ancestry and connecting toward a better future. Always more beautiful Fountain of 
Life. 
 
  



Biology of Consciousness - June 25, 2021 
Notes by David "Love Surrounded By S's" Sloves 
 
Healing process is not a fight. Surrender to the healing process. Allow it to happen. 
Just set the right conditions.  
 
Caterpillar into butterfly - incubation - deep sleep. Healing (change) just happens. 
Full transformation that it didn’t even think was possible.  
 
Fighting gets in the way of the healing process. Need to get sick in order to change 
in that way. The place of the disease is exactly the place where healing comes 
from. Precise process.  
 
Healing: Be open to something that is unimaginable. More than allowing: 
surrendering. Allow yourself to feel things you wouldn’t let yourself to feel.  
 
Yin perseverance. Trust the process, can’t force it.  
 
Q&A: 
 
Don’t “overdose” - if get drained, tired, it’s too much. Go a little at a time. Stop 
before you’re tired.  
 
More Q&A: Crystal meditation, Sunning 
Respect what works for you 
 
:30 Practice 
 
Earth First - I Am 
 
Comfort - be present with self 
Breathing - establishing bridges of consciousness. I am alive. 
 
Sink inhale, push body weight toward ground on exhale - plug into life, the 
present, yourself.  
 
Connecting to Earth, with a part of you that knows everything, but understands 
nothing (thinking). More Earth, less Wood. Being present with yourself without 
questions. 
 



Connect with what enhances your presence. Zone of influence. How your presence 
influences everything in the room.  
 
Unconditional support, solidity- supported by Earth. Physical being made of the 
world around us. Eat the world to be part of it. Digest only the very best. Healthy 
digestive system supports the best of what we are.  
 
Earth Intelligence - takes all the info from everywhere, and using only what’s 
necessary to accomplish what’s happening right here right now. 
 
Earth is not barren- It is also made of landscape- plants, etc = Wood. Belief 
system. Goes in Earth and creates nervous system (grass, plants, roots). I am, then I 
think. Allowing yourself to think. But differentiate those 2 parts of our 
consciousness: Earth & Wood. 
 
Earth - I Am, I Do 
Wood - I Think, I See 
Metal - I Feel 
Water - I am a product of my lineage & culture 
Fire - I am what I love 
 
Soul Axis Meditation 
Wood/Metal - Earth in middle. 
I think, I feel 
 
Wood - tall tree to view whole landscape, past and future.  
 
Metal: feelings, emotions.  
Facets of metal - different colors, etc you have at the same time. Self respect. 
Allow yourself to feel without understanding. Beauty. Reaction to the landscape. 
Connecting with inner beauty.  
 
Metal: not understandable not rational, but powerful. Place of resonance. Surface 
contact with the universe. Skin, reflects light, gives your shape. Reflects out your 
inner light. Fascia. Carries vibrations. Inner bridge, conductor of life force.  
 
Light triggers production of synapses. Light comes first, then neurons are created.  
 
Keep polishing your metal so it keeps shining.  
 



1:02 Little break. 
When rest, inner bridges become stronger 
 
Questions, observations, feedback. 
 
Silvia - paying attention to physical sensations. Don’t suppress expressions 
(symptoms). 
 
Mette - I am vs I do. Both Earth. Also energy for thinking. Need rest.  
 
Don’t fight, but rather create peace. 
 
Vanessa - sleep during meditations. Good! Don’t need to understand. Wood checks 
out, all the other Intelligences are still awake. Do what you like the way you like it. 
If good for you, the goodness will spread around.  
 
1:16 Spiritual Axis Meditation 
Water/Fire. Earth in middle. 
 
First, be aware of Soul Axis. I am, I am the one doing that, I am the one 
understanding it, I am the one who feels about it. Soul Axis - personal. Only you 
think/feel that way and do this and that. 
 
Water: Be aware of strong axis that can’t resist. Product of our culture. I am the 
product of the past. Water in your back. Deepest part of self - bones. Bones 
connect with everything in your past. Your life is the surface of the Water. Floating 
on inheritance. Currents, waves that you can’t control. Just floating on top of it, 
supported by Water. On surface, exposed to the sun, to the light. Stepping into the 
future.  
 
Feel support from the very best of the past. Let it resonate through all your bones. 
Goes down to marrow, down to cellular level. DNA. Genetic background. 
Tremendous power- no way to resist. But you can swim! Don’t fight currents- 
work with them. Take the good things- songs, stories, etc. Come from depth of 
cellular level. “Reptilian brain” - Instinct. Powerful. 
 
Earth controls Water. Cycle of life. Rain, rivers, back to ocean, evaporates. All the 
same water - during dinosaurs, ancestors, now. 
 
Battery of life- Water, bones, kidneys. Battery is in every single cell. Memory of 



life. Patterns of habit, traditions. Nothing wrong with it, only thing wrong is to not 
be aware of it. Strong power in our back- Water, instinct.  
 
Water - where life is coming from  
Fire - where life is going 
 
Fire - Water exposed to the sun, the light of the future. Investing into next 
generations starting with you.  
 
What attracts you in life - your favorite of everything. What you love. The way you 
like it.  
 
Progress happens in the present, not in the future.  
 
Spiritual Axis - share with ancestors in past and people who like what you’re doing 
in the present, and eventually with those in the future.  
 
Spiritual Axis - continue unfinished business. To fulfill a very important part of 
existence. You are significant. Need every drop of the ocean - if it’s missing one 
drop there’d be no ocean. No holes in it. 
 
Spirit - bonding energy of humanity. Stronger individuals makes a stronger 
humanity. 
 
One Mind, Five Intelligences 
with 2 Axes: 
Soul - personal 
Spiritual - share 
 
Connecting with higher spirit. To lead us to a better place in existence.  
 
Connecting with Archetypes: 
more on this practice in the Fusion Meditation.  
Next Fusion class TBA... 
 
Fire in front of you. Most beautiful fire in front of you. Use senses: see it, feel, 
touch, smell it.  
 
Water in back of you. Most beautiful water- fresh, clean. Use senses: see, feel, 
touch, smell, taste the very best of your water. Filtered out via Earth, feeding 



bones, marrow, cells. Refreshing. Expose the Water to the very best of Fire, light 
(UV kills germs).  
 
Wood to the right side (either side, but usually practice on right side - liver). 
Greenery, plants, flowers. Power that feeds your thoughts, belief system, wide 
spectrum. Use your senses. 
 
Metal to left side (or either, the opposite side of body from Wood). Shape, beauty, 
shine, sparkle, Beauty, elegance. Trim Wood, but keep natural- jungle. Maximum 
of life in minimum of space.) Everything supporting each other. Breathe, conducts 
vital energy to everywhere. Feelings that support thoughts - sense of ethics.  
 
Soul Axis - I am the one who has these thoughts and feelings (I am not my 
thoughts and feelings). 
 
Spirit Axis - I come from the past but can filter it. Take only what we like best, 
expose it to the light - what we like best, attraction, enthusiasm.  
 
Surrounded by all these forces, powers, the best of them around you, with Earth in 
the center and surrounds you with unconditional support.  
 
Earth - Functional support - build a social support system. Also needs you as a 
strong link. 
 
Be connected with the power of existence itself at every single moment. 
 
-- 
 
Next Online Class: 
TaoTouch Chi Kung Basics 
with Gilles Marin 
Four Fridays - August 6-27, 2021 
 
-- 
 
Thanks everyone for a beautiful class. See you next time! 
 
 
 


